The Métis Culture and People

In this workshop the curriculum and resource guide for use in grades 9, 10 & 12 on Métis Culture, will be presented to you. It has been created by the Kamloops District. You will also have the opportunity to peruse the Grade 4 Métis Unit since it has many resources that can be used at the Secondary level.

**Audience:** Grade 9, 10 and 12 Social Studies and Physical Education Teachers

**Presenter:** Lorinda Moreau, Learning and Development Consultant for Aboriginal Education

**Dates:**
- #451.7 Wednesday, 2010 September 29
- #451.8 Wednesday, 2010 October 13
*Please choose one session*

**Time:** 4:00 - 5:30

**Location:** VSB Education Centre, 1580 W. Broadway, Room 461

**Information:** Lorinda Moreau, 604-713-5214, lmoreau@vsb.bc.ca

---

**REGISTER ONLINE**

at

[www.vsb.bc.ca/vsbprograms/prod](http://www.vsb.bc.ca/vsbprograms/prod)

Go to Current Opportunities, **ABORIGINAL EDUCATION**. Click on workshop link;
Log in and follow prompts.